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Software for interactive games
Interactive games on the Internet and those played on
host sites against an infinite number of opponents still
rely on the use of software, for which games
producers can charge.  As web financing grows the
software will become cheaper download times will
become less significant.
It is estimated that the number of online gamers will
rise to 73 million by 2004.73 Popular sites will attract
significant advertising revenues.  It is predicted that
traditional games stations will remain popular for the
foreseeable future.  Playstation 2 offers access to the
Internet as well as its popular traditional games, neatly
combining old and new media on one simple platform.

Subscription
There has been a clear move in the last few months to
a subscription business model. This is certainly the
case with music sites, animation is likely to follow a
similar route.

Intellectual property 
and the Internet

The Internet knows no territorial boundaries, thereby
acting as both opportunity and threat to the animation
sector. It most definitely gives access to bigger global
markets but also opens the way for piracy and
copyright infringement.
The companies best able to exploit the Internet are
those which own or control rights (content). Their
business assets are their copyrights which need to be
protected.  Such protection on the Internet is not easily
available but there are certain measures which can be
taken to minimise the risk (e.g. preparation of a full
intellectual property inventory would help). Anti-
piracy measures are really only skimming the surface.
The animation industry suffers badly from piracy, in
particular where merchandising rights are infringed.

FINANCE AND FUNDING

General issues
Project funding is the primary concern of all production
houses.  Often a balance has to be reached between
immediate finance requirements and retention of rights
which will ultimately yield a return over a longer period.
“Today we are in a position to take from 40 to 60% of
any deficit. The banks will let us go into production
on that basis because they know that if we do it that

way, we have a good portion of the rights and a good
portion of the income stream.”74

Raising such capital in the UK is more difficult than
it is in Europe (where greater help is often available
from the state) and the US.
Major sources of finance generally include:
co-production (a schedule of current UK Co-
production treaties is attached as Appendix III),
foreign broadcasters, distributors’ advances, licence
fees, sale of Intellectual property rights, investment
banks and certain venture capitalists.

Co-production allows the involvement of foreign
producers who are sometimes better financed,
certainly in immediate capital form.75

Though it can complicate the simple relationship of
distributor as agent it is now common for them to
“often be putting in an advance or investing in
equity.”76 Generally the distributor guarantees up to a
third of the production budget against future sales.
However, it is becoming increasingly common for
distributors to  seek stakes in the rights to future
income streams in addition to their distribution fees.
Recent decreases in broadcasting licenses and
increased competition between networks have
reduced the amount contributed by license fees.
Typically license fees make up 10% of the production
budget, although ITV can stretch to 30% for certain
productions.  France provides a marked contrast as
the government pays higher license fees to help
producers.
Producers are often seen to be selling their
intellectual property rights in order to raise
production budgets. This might seem fine for
immediate financing but it does of course limit future
returns on their work. It also tends to limit prospects
for building a business capable of being sold or
floated in the future. The “City” is clearly
demonstrating a knowledge of intellectual property,

its recognition and its potential value. Any valuation
of an animation company will reflect the value of its
intellectual property.  Without such assets the
company is worth nothing.
Jim Reeve77 who has worked with the Close Brothers
merchant bank raising film finance takes the
following view on animation: “Animation has the
disadvantage on the face of it of being a slower burn
than a good trashy bit of drama.  Balancing
(animation) with the trashy, quick turnover stuff is
obviously very interesting for us.”  Unlike most
investors, they don’t take rights from the producers,
preferring simply to back projects that have a good
chance of making a profit on their investment.

Institutional sources of finance/support
The Film Council
Although primarily concerned with features, the Film
Council’s decisions have an impact on the animation
industry. Under the old Arts Council, some £63
million of Lottery funds were invested in British films
with a return of £8.7 million so far.78 John Woodward
brings to his new leadership of the Council experience
gained as Chief Executive of PACT and his similar
role at the British Film Institute.
The new regime launched its first stage initiatives on
1 October 2000.  These add a further £22 million per
annum to its existing initiatives which are made up of
a £16 million British Film Institute grant, £1 million
to the British Film Commission and £15 million to
the film production franchises.  The new initiatives
will run for three years and are summarised below:
Film Development Fund:  £5 million per annum to
develop scripts and slates of projects, a fund to
operate in partnership with the private sector to be
used to acquire rights and to pay for script writing
and development fees.  Repayment of development
or rights acquisition loans will be on standard
commercial terms.
Premier Production Fund: The Film Council has
replaced the requirement of the Arts Council to put
money in last, and will now put money in first into
films in order to encourage other financiers.  The aim
is to finance higher budget films rather than numerous
low budget films funded by the Arts Council.  £10
million per annum will be available to invest in 10-12
films a year at up to £1 million per film.
New Cinema Fund: £5 million per annum to be
allocated to support and nurture new talent and to
encourage cutting edge and experimental film
making of low budget features and film shorts.
The Film Training Fund: two areas of training
which are not covered by Skillset or the new Skillset
Investment Fund (SIF) have been recognised by the
Film Council.  £1 million per annum is being
allocated to:
The training of script writers, script editors and
development executives, the training of producers,
business executives and distributors;
“First Movies”: To be launched in 2001 this is a
grant-funded regional programme, to encourage
children and young people’s involvement in film-
making.  £1 million of lottery funds have been made
available for films shot using the latest low-cost
technology;
Export Promotion: For one year only, the Film
Council will allocate £200,000 together with £500,000
from the British Council for export promotion.  The
Film Council’s contribution is expected to increase in
future years, with its focus directed at the promotion of
the industry.  The British Council is likely to focus on
the cultural promotion of British films.
The Film Industry Forum was set up by The
Department of Culture, Media and Sport.  It aimed to
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The fast growth in the animation sector of the media and entertainment industry is attributable to the current
demand for content as TV and other production schedules need to be filled. New technologies and direct routes to
the consumer will only serve to fuel the growth in animation.
This report seeks to build on the success of our two previous media industry publications, Film 2000 and Music
2000. Revised editions of these will also soon be available.  It is really aimed at the UK industry although the global
nature of the market means that international issues are very relevant.  Continued from May 13th.
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bring distributors and City finance houses together in
an effort to introduce changes that will encourage
investment.  Woodward acknowledges that investment
in film has its risks due to the large number of first time
directors involved in new British films (47% of films
made between 1995 and 1997 were made by first
timers, some of whom have not worked since).79

Animators tend to be more experienced, however, and
investors should be encouraged by the more
‘commercial’ nature of their productions. 
The British Film Commission
Encourages filmmakers to produce in Britain and has
assisted in bringing the production for Star Wars:
Episode 1, The Mummy, Gladiator and The Fifth
Element (among others) to the UK – all requiring
significant amounts of digital animation.  The BFC
estimates that investment in UK film has risen from
£59 million in 1992 to £251 million in 1998.80

EUROPEAN UNION PROGRAMMES
MEDIA is a 5 year programme of the European
Union designed to strengthen the competitiveness of
the European film, TV and new media industries and
to increase international circulation of European
audiovisual product.
Its activities are directed under the following
headings:
development, distribution, training, promotion,
festivals, Independent production and distribution
companies can apply for development or distribution
funding in the form of grants and interest free loans.
Financial assistance is available for training providers
and organisers of festivals.  Individuals may benefit
from subsidised places on training courses and
international markets.  
MEDIA Plus commenced on 1 January 2001 and will
run to 31 December 2005.  With a budget of 400
million EUR (around £240 million) MEDIA Plus
supports professional training (screenwriting,
business and new technologies), project development
(single or slate) and the distribution and promotion of
European audiovisual works.
MEDIA Plus’s predecessor, MEDIA 2, has been
hailed as a great success – the proportion of European
films distributed outside their country of origin has
increased from 14% in 1996 to over 22% in 1999.
Over 60% of European films that are distributed
outside their country of origin are supported by
MEDIA.
There are MEDIA information offices in England,
Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland and further
information on their activities is readily available on
their website: www.mediadesk.co.uk.
CARTOON (the European Association of Animation
Film) operates with the support of the MEDIA
programme of the European Union and describes
itself as the “Driving Force” in European Animation. 
Summary of the platform’s mandate:
funding for training and information services (e.g.
databases of studios, producers etc.), funding for Pre-
production, Help studios set up facilities for joint
development, finance and production: Studio
Grouping Aid which is designed to promote
collaboration between companies from different
European countries, aid taking the form of loans
which are repayable once the project is finished, plus
interest at 5% for each year since the loan
commenced (to a maximum 120%).
Currently its website (www.cartoon-media.be)
advertises; 384 companies are partners of the
CARTOON animation platform, 11 studio groupings
employing more than 2,000 professionals, 33%
growth of European animation in the distribution
market, 140 Cartoon Forum projects in production,
generating 340 million EUR, 381 new projects

receiving 8.5 million EUR for development, 3,500
professionals from 18 countries trained through
CARTOON.
CARTOON organises its activities under the
following titles:
FORUM:  Annual forums which have taken place
since 1990, with the purpose of bringing together
broadcasters and television producers, creating
synergies and thereby accelerating the financing of
projects in particular through co-productions.
MASTERS: Master classes designed to assist
industry professionals in all areas under the
platform’s remit.  Such areas as copyright and finance
are covered here.
MOVIE: aims at developing a voluntary policy
aimed at the industrialisation of European animated
film by encouraging cross-national co-operation with
Europe.
Consequently it has initiated the CARTOON
MOVIE, intended to establish a synergy between
distributors, investors and producers and to accelerate
the financing and distribution processes of animated
features in Europe.  This market enables a sneak
preview of the latest animation feature length projects
coming from different European countries.
Given the predominance of American distributors in
the European market, CARTOON wants to encourage
a pan-European distribution strategy to enable these
films to extend their national success to the European
market as a whole, where there exists a real audience
for animation films.
The CARTOON Movie is based on the CARTOON
forum.  However it is neither a fair nor a festival, but
rather a co-production forum where European
producers can negotiate financing for their feature-

length projects.  It combines the presentation of
trailers, business meetings and screenings with
opportunities for socialising.
CARTOON awards the prestigious CARTOON
D’OR award.  It is the only European prize specific to
the animation film industry and is based on the 6 most
important European festivals.  The award is
accompanied by a cheque for 25,000 EUR to be used
by the winning director to start a new and more
ambitious project, such as a feature film or TV
special.
In June 1995, at the Annecy festival, CARTOON
launched its Job Bank, a database which lists
vacancies and studio requirements in the 18 European
partner countries of the EU MEDIA programme.  It
has subsequently been used by over 1000
professionals and currently holds information on
more than 500 new job vacancies from 100 different
animation studios.
Eurimages was set up by the Council of Europe to
back European co-productions.  The scheme offers
top-up funding for the remaining 20% of production
costs.  Thirty-two member nations invest into the
fund which then offers interest free soft loans.  The
UK invested £4 million into the scheme and despite
the fact that British producers received far more in
return, the UK has pulled out due to the low

recoupment rate on the loans.  The Council insists the
UK stay in. 
European subsidy systems currently exclude
applications from US owned subsidiaries and
distributors.  However, since most distribution in
Europe is controlled by the US, it has been argued
that denying US companies any assistance is harmful
to the circulation of European productions.  A more
flexible approach to US involvement might
encourage investment in British projects, although
money might be better spent on bringing in British
investors.  The Financial Times81, cites Canada as an
example of where subsidies have been operated
effectively: companies which initially relied heavily
on support are now “competing effectively within the
US market.”

Institutional Finance
All of the main banking institutions have specialist
“media” groupings with managers who have some
knowledge of the sector. This has led to the
development of some interesting banking “products”
designed specifically for film and TV.
The “Discounting Contract” is a bridging loan
between the broadcaster and producer for payment of
fees up to 90% of the value of the contract. The
producer defers his fee and the bank takes a charge on
the programme and the ancillary rights.  
Secured Cashflow lending: Producers can borrow
against future income streams by assigning rights to
the bank, usually provided there is a significant
history of income and evidence of a market. A robust
royalty stream is a pre-requisite to such a deal.  This
is, in effect, a form of securitisation of an historic
income stream to fund new activity.
Gap finance Where there is a shortfall in meeting the
production costs, the bank can fill the gap (usually to
a maximum of 30% of the budget) if there is enough
evidence of future cash flow, i.e. territories unsold,
distribution in place etc. 
Problems with raising finance and the lack of tax
breaks often force highly successful British
companies abroad. For example Aardman
Animations Ltd82 have taken this view and signed a
$250 million deal with US giant Dreamworks, to
make 5 films over the next few years. The deal offers
financial security so that the company can focus on
creativity as well as increased distribution
possibilities. It will also result in a large flow of
income going west.

Taxation and Fiscal Policy
PACT Submission83 – “British animation studios are
often in competition with their better capitalised
foreign competitors who come to the table with cash
and government support incentives aimed at securing
work continuity for foreign producers in Canada,
France, Germany or Australia…The existing tax
break, while in theory applicable to animation
productions, is actually difficult to make work due to
the extended production period…without investment
incentives, British animation studios cannot attract
the longer term funding needed to provide the capital
for stability and growth.”
“The lack of tax incentives, inadequate promotion of
the animation industry and industry restrictions”
were cited by companies during the Skillset survey as
the main problems with production in the UK.
“For British animation to survive as a competitive
entity, reliance on funding support from broadcasters
has to be replaced by a more business-orientated
philosophy in which the industry, together with
government policies, recognise the need to attract
and provide incentives for the wider investment
community to back animation projects.”84

ANIMATION PART II
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ANIMATION PART II

Historically the UK has been inconsistent in its support
for film and production which has prompted a reticence to
invest in the industry.  The abolition of the Eady Levy
subsidies and interest free loans from the National Film
Finance Corporation in the 1980s has directly led to “the
UK distribution and exhibition markets (being)
increasingly dominated by US-produced films and there
are fewer opportunities for UK films in the International
market.”85 The schemes encouraged production and
investment by US companies and British facilities became
attractive for offshore production.  

UK Tax Issues
In the 1997 Finance Act, legislative changes were
introduced to accelerate tax relief available for film
production and acquisition expenditure on “British
Qualifying Films” with production budgets of not more
than £15 million.  Originally designed to run to July 2002,
the Chancellor announced in his Budget Speech on 7
March 2001 that the relief would be extended by 3 years
(to July 2005).  The definition of “British Qualifying
Films” is attached at Appendix IV.  These changes were
introduced by the Government to stimulate investment in
film production in this country.  Prior to that the relief was
spread over 3 years, as it is still for films with budgets in
excess of £15 million.
Provided that individuals meet certain criteria they may be
able to invest in film production and obtain a tax
deduction to be set against their other income.  The tax
relief will be available in the tax year during which the
film is completed and ready for distribution.
It will not generally be possible for a deduction to equal
the amount of the investment because not all film
production costs are eligible for the 100% relief, but these
will usually be minor in relation to the total investment.
This tax relief has led in particular to the growth of film
sale and leaseback deals in the UK.
In the early 1980s the sale and leaseback of films was
popular, but the Inland Revenue became wary of this form
of structure because of perceived abuses.  Recently
however, sale and leaseback arrangements have become
increasingly popular for films with production budgets
from £1 million upwards, examples being Neville’s Island
(£1 million) and Tomorrow Never Dies (£40 million).
The film production company (Producer) sells certain
rights in the film to the Purchaser (an individual or
company with UK tax capacity) in return for the purchase
price, that will generally be made up of the certified cost
of production, which can include contractual deferments,
and a reasonable overhead allocation.
The film and all rights are then leased back to the
Producer by the Purchaser for a series of increasing
annual lease payments over a period up to 15 years.  This
length of lease is normally acceptable to the Inland
Revenue, provided the film can reasonably be expected to
generate income for at least that term.  There are two types
of lease, tax fixed and tax variable. Tax fixed means that
the Purchaser is exposed to the effect of future tax rate
changes. Under a tax variable lease it is the Producer who
is exposed to the risk and usually insurance is taken out to
limit the Producer’s exposure.
The Purchaser normally requires the lease payments to be
secured by the Producer by obtaining a bank guarantee
payable to the Purchaser.  This is typically achieved by a
substantial amount of the proceeds of the sale being
placed on deposit at the guarantor bank which, when
combined with deposit interest over the period, is
sufficient to cover the rental payments.
The difference between the purchase price and the
proceeds placed on deposit is the Net Benefit to the
Producer and typically ranges between 8% and 12% (and
perhaps as much as 15% on the lead up to the end of the
tax year).  From the Net Benefit the cost of the bank
guarantee is usually met, together with any legal and audit
costs.  If the leaseback agreement is tax variable the
insurance premium for protecting against this is normally
also deducted at this stage.
Generally, after the end of the period of the lease, either a
secondary lease will continue for nominal rental payments
or the Producer can nominate an associated company to
acquire all rights in the film.

The London Economics Research Consultancy are quoted
as reporting that the benefits of sale and leaseback deals
have benefited UK producers to the tune of some £30
million per annum in 1997 and 1998.86

Enterprise Investment Scheme (EIS)
A subscription for shares under EIS gives the following
tax reliefs for individuals:
income tax relief at 20%; no capital gains on realisation of
the investment (except for gains deferred); losses on
realisation deductible from taxable income, deferral of
capital gains.
Broadly, the conditions for claiming EIS relief are:
the individual investor must not be connected with the
company, the investee Company must be unquoted, must
not be controlled by another company and must carry on
a qualifying trade, the EIS money subscribed must be
used in a qualifying business activity and employed
wholly for that purpose within 12 months (or within 12
months of the commencement of a qualifying trade, if
later), the maximum annual investment per individual is
£150,000 (married couple £150,000  each), Film and
television production is explicitly identified as a
qualifying trade and already a number of films or slates of
films have been at least partly financed by EIS investment
(e.g. The Scarlet Tunic and An Ideal Husband The
Television Production Company plc and Harvest Pictures
plc.)

Global Trading
The Financial Times estimated that by the time of its
report87 in 1996, Section 35, as was, had been responsible
for 35% of all film funding in Ireland since 1994.  Ireland,
like the UK, provides “soft loan” schemes which offer up
to 15% of the production budget on projects with a fair
chance of recoupment.
According to the Financial Times report on Film Funding,
Ireland’s Treasury has found that sections 35 and its
successor Section 481 increased government revenue
partly due to the sharp rise in foreign production taking
place in Ireland (bringing IR £50 million per annum to
Ireland). While Ireland offers limited subsidies (Irish Film
Board budget is IR £2 million per annum), its Industrial
Development Authority does have specific subsidies for
new animation companies setting up there.  Another
funding source is Ireland’s “Udaras na Gaeltacht” which
supports the set up of studios and facilities in Irish-
speaking areas.

The Irish System
(i) Overview: A new system of reliefs became appropriate
from Jan 23 1996. Certain key definitions are needed:

“allowable investor company”
means any company not connected with the “qualifying
company”

“relevant investment”
means a cash investment paid directly to the qualifying
company for shares in the company to facilitate the
production of a film certified by the Minister for Arts,
Culture and the Gaeltacht and which is applied by the
company within two years of receipt

“qualifying company”
means a company which exists solely for the purpose of
producing and distributing a single “qualifying film”

“qualifying film”
means a film produced under normal commercial
guidelines for theatrical or television distribution and
which is certified by the Minister for Arts, Culture and the
Gaeltacht.  

“qualifying period”
means the period commenced on January 23 1996 and
ending on April 5 2005

“relevant deduction”
means eighty percent (80%) of the relevant investment
(ii) The relief: An allowable investor company making a
relevant investment in a qualifying company during the
qualifying period may claim a relevant deduction from its
total profits for the accounting period during which such
relevant investment is made.

(iii) Limitation: on the relevant deduction.
There are three overriding limits to consider. These are
applied in any twelve month period ending on an
anniversary of January 22 1996 and in the period January
23 1999 to April 5 2000:
a limitation on the total of relevant investments of I£8
million, A specific limitation of I£3 million. for a relevant
investment in any one qualifying company, a limit of I£3
million in productions costing I£4 million or above.
(iv) Criteria: for the qualifying film.
The conditions which must apply include:
an element of production work to be carried on in Ireland
(normally 75% but can be lower in certain circumstances),
the proportion of total production costs to relevant
investments does not exceed the permitted limit. The
revised percentages will be:
(i) 66% where total production costs do not exceed I£4
million, (ii) reducing to 55% where total production costs
exceed I£5 million BUT, with a limit on production costs
to be met by  relevant investments of I£8.25 million the
Minister for Arts, Culture and the Gaeltacht is notified of
the commencement of principal shooting. In the case of
animation this would be the commencement of the
animation or model work.
The Irish “model” seems to work.  PACT has long been
recommending the application of the Irish break to the UK
film industry. It is a recommendation to be endorsed.  It is
clear and concise and film investment in Ireland is being
stimulated by direct investment.  
A beneficial corporate tax regime has also encouraged
inward investment.  Some of the schemes being used in
the UK to access the 100% tax write-off are somewhat
convoluted!  In some circumstances they are almost
artificial.  Ireland does not need that.

Conclusion
This is an extremely propitious time for the British
animation industry. Britain has a long tradition of
producing a significant proportion of the world’s greatest
creative talent and quality products. The advent of the
computer and Internet technology has provided what
seems to be the vehicle of the future. It allows small
businesses to compete on a more equal basis with the
industry’s major players. Such a competitive marketplace
will therefore be quality driven, though partnerships
between animation businesses and major Internet service
providers will obviously strengthen their position. Of the
UK animation companies Skillset88 approached, 83%
expected changes in their line of work due to
developments in technology, methods, working practices
and production.
There are major issues which need to be addressed if
optimum use of the limitless possibilities is to be made.
These can be summarised as follows: continued
production of excellent creative talent, i.e. structured and
continuing training systems; retention of high quality
staff; maintenance of high quality product; creation of an
advantageous business environment which assists the
raising of finance for animation projects; advantageous
fiscal policies for both local and international companies
working in the UK; copyright policing and enforcement
on the net.
British animation is well placed to take advantage of new
opportunities and to continue to capitalise on traditional
forms of animation if these issues are addressed and
resolved.

Stock Footage
The requirement that stock footage of a previously
certified film or a film not made by the same film-maker
cannot make up more than 10% of the total playing time,
still applies. However, this does not apply to a
documentary film or a film whose subject matter makes it
appropriate.
The new definition also extends British Qualifying Film
status to a series of films up to 26 parts (totalling less than
26 hours), which is a self-contained work, or a series of
documentaries with a common theme.
A film may also qualify as a British film under an official
co-production treaty or under the European Convention.
See page 8 for credits.
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FINANCE

Sale and Leaseback 
Transactions Explained

A typical sale and leaseback transaction involves a
seller, usually a production company which wishes to
refinance the film and reduce its borrowings, selling a
film to a purchaser which has taxable profits sufficient
to absorb the tax relief.  The purchaser then
immediately leases the film back to the seller for an
annual rental over a period typically between ten and
fifteen years.  Provided that the transaction meets
certain conditions, the purchaser can deduct the whole
of the acquisition expenditure in computing profits for
the accounting period in which the film is acquired.
Importantly, provided that the purchaser carries on a
trade, it can use the tax relief against other current year
or certain prior years’ profits if it has insufficient
income from the leasing trade in the year of
acquisition.  The tax relief available to the purchaser
does not represent an absolute gain as the relief will
gradually be clawed back over the duration of the lease
in the form of the tax charged in respect of the rental
income received by the purchaser.  However, the
deferral of the purchaser’s tax liability will generate a
sizeable return: in effect, the purchaser is obtaining an
interest-free loan from the Inland Revenue, in addition
to its commercial profit from the transaction, which is
repayable over  the period of  the lease.
The benefit of the transaction to the seller is the
receipt of the purchase price.  However, as with the
tax relief available to the purchaser, this is not an
absolute gain.  The seller will normally be an
insubstantial special purpose company and
accordingly will be required to secure the rental
payments due to the purchaser by way of a bank
guarantee or standby letter of credit (LC).  The bank
issuing that guarantee or LC will normally require
that the seller place the purchase price in an escrow
account to meet its potential exposure under the
guarantee.  In fact, the seller will only be required to
deposit a proportion (but a high proportion) of the
purchase price in escrow as, over the period of the
lease, this sum, together with interest accrued
thereon, will be sufficient to meet the seller’s actual
and the guarantor’s potential rental liability.  The
remaining part of the purchase price not required as
security represents the net benefit of the transaction to
the seller.
The main conditions which a sale and leaseback
transaction must satisfy to enable a purchaser to claim
100% tax relief on the purchase price of a film in the
year of acquisition are as follows:

the film must be completed on or after 2 July 1997
and no later than the end of the financial year in
which the film is acquired;
the production expenditure on the film must not exceed
£15,000,000 (it is still possible for a film in respect of
which the production expenditure exceeds £15,000,000
to be the subject of  a sale and leaseback transaction but
the purchaser’s relief is calculated differently; see
“Additional Issues” below for more information); the
purchase price must be incurred between 2 July 1997
and 1 July 2002;
the purchaser must carry on a trade or business which
consists of or includes the exploitation of films; and
the film must qualify as a “British film.”
a) What is a “completed film?”
A film will normally be regarded as completed at the
time when it is ready to be delivered (following
completion of editing) by the production company to
a distributor even if it is later sent back to the
production company for changes.  However, the film
must be in a state where it could be distributed and
exhibited to the general public, although whether or
not it is intended or is actually so distributed is not
material.  
b) What is “production expenditure?”
Not all costs which a production company incurs
during the production of a film will be regarded as
production expenditure for the purposes of a sale and
leaseback transaction.  It is not possible to list
comprehensively what counts as production
expenditure but, generally, all direct costs of
production will qualify.  For example, the costs of
acquiring underlying rights and the script, salaries,
living expenses and other associated costs of people
involved in the making of the film, studio costs,
production overheads attributable to the film and
location costs.  In addition, deferments and a
reasonable estimate of participations which are
contractually due to actors, directors, producers and
other parties rendering services in connection with
the film but are not paid in the course of production
can also be included as production expenditure.
However, advertising and distribution expenses
(including the cost of film prints), interest on
production finance and other costs in connection
with raising and servicing finance to make the film
cannot be included within the definition of
production expenditure.  The Inland Revenue has
also indicated that they consider the cost of a
completion guarantee to be a finance cost although
that is open to debate.

c) Nature of the purchaser
The purchaser must be a person carrying on a trade or
business which includes the exploitation of films.
The Inland Revenue has indicated that this not only
includes those who produce and distribute films but
also the acquirers of films, such as finance lessors,
provided that the acquisition is on such a scale and so
organised as to amount to trading rather than simply
investment.  The purchaser will want to ensure that it
is regarded by the Inland Revenue as trading in the
film rather than exploiting it in the course of an
investment business.  This is because the film will
typically yield one rental payment in the first taxable
period of the purchaser and the excess of the
purchase price over that rental income can be set
against other income or gains by trading purchasers
but not by purchasers treated as investors.  This can
be  set against other current year profits or previous
years’ profits.
d) What is a “British film?”
The requirements which must be met for a film to be
regarded as a “British film” are explored  on page 8
et seq of this publicationin more detail below.

Amount on Which Tax Relief 
can be Claimed

Provided that the conditions for relief are met, then
100% tax relief is available in the tax year or
accounting period in which the film was acquired on
the lesser of the purchase price and the production
expenditure.  This means in practice that the purchase
price which purchasers are willing to pay for a film
will be no greater than the production expenditure.
In the unlikely event that the purchase price does
exceed the production expenditure, relief will be
available on the excess but only under the old rulesa
separate regime which provides for relief over a three
year period.  

However, The Inland Revenue, however, will only
grant relief in respect of a purchase price which it
believes is an accurate reflection of a film’s value.
Prior to the general public release of a film, it is not
possible to calculate its true value because it is
unclear how successful or otherwise the film will
be. It could be a blockbuster justifying a large
purchase price or fail to attract any audience at all,
thereby having very little value.  In the light of this
valuation difficulty, the Inland Revenue has agreed
that prior to general public release the production
expenditure of the film can be taken as the measure
of its value and the Inland Revenue will not
challenge a purchase price which is equal to the
production expenditure on the grounds that a
proper appreciation of the film’s prospects would
have led to a lower figure. This also applies where
the purchaser and seller enter into an agreement
(“thea “pre-release agreement”) to purchase a film
for such a purchase price before the general public
release of the film but the sale does not actually
take place until after such release (provided that the
sale is completed within three months of the
release).  

Sale &
Leaseback of
British Films
New Updates

The sale and leaseback of feature films and television programmes (together “films”) has boomed since
the summer of 1997 when the Labour government introduced legislation permitting a hundred per cent
tax relief on the cost of acquisition of qualifying films in the year of acquisition.  

This document explains the basic structure of a sale and leaseback transaction and outlines the requirements
which must be met if tax relief is to be granted to the purchaser.  It also discusses some of the main tax and
other issues which should be considered by a seller when embarking upon such a transaction.
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Once a film has been released to the general public,
the position changes.  At this stage, there will be box
office figures available to the Inland Revenue for it to
be able to assess whether or not a proposed purchase
price accurately reflects the value of the film.  For this
reason, a sale and leaseback transaction is generally
concluded prior to the general public release of the
film or, if that is not possible in the time available, a
pre-release agreement is entered into and the sale is
concluded within three months of the release or first
transmission of the film.
It is common for production companies to enter into a
number of distribution agreements prior to the
completion of a film.  The existence of such pre-sale
agreements will not affect the amount of the purchase
price eligible for tax relief provided that the remaining
value of the unsold rights in the film remains
genuinely uncertain so that it is still reasonable to take
production expenditure as the measure of the value of
the film.  In general terms whether or not a distributor
has paid or not paid any advance or minimum
guarantee due under such pre-sale agreement will not
itself affect the level of tax relief which a purchaser
may receive provided that, in the view of conservative
advisers, any such payment is (whether expressly or
impliedly) returnable to the distributor in the event
that the production company fails to deliver the film in
accordance with the pre-sale agreement.  If such
payment is not returnable then the value of the film,
and hence the purchase price which the purchaser is
willing to pay, will be reduced by an amount equal to
the non-returnable payment.

Maximising the Tax Relief Available
Although the existence of pre-sale agreements may
not affect the value of the film and therefore the
purchase price a purchaser will be willing to pay (and,
necessarily, the amount of the net benefit retained by
the seller), this is not true of the existence of charges
or other encumbrances granted by the seller in respect
of the film.  The value of an asset which is subject to
mortgages or charges will normally be depressed by
the value of those encumbrances and, therefore, these
will have to be discharged before the sale and
leaseback transaction takes place.  It is common for
the seller (as lessee)  to have the freedom to grant new
charges over its leasehold interest in the film
thereafter, although a lesser lessor is not (and should
not) be) concerned with that.
Originally, it was generally companies that acted as
purchaser and lessor in sale and leaseback
transactions.  However, with the advent of the 100%
relief films have become an attractive tax shelter for
individuals.  This is because individuals pay income
tax at a top rate of 40% compared with companies
normally paying corporation tax at a rate of 30%  and
individuals are able to carry back the relief for up to
four years against other income and companies can
only do so for one year. Accordingly, purchasers /
lessors involved in more recent sale and leaseback
transactions tend to be partnerships of individuals
rather than companies because the tax relief available
to the transaction is appreciably greater, to the
advantage of sellers who are able to obtain better
rental terms.

Issues for the Seller
Two particularly important issues which arise for a
seller when embarking upon a sale and leaseback
transaction are: for a UK seller, ensuring that the
transaction does not result in a corporation tax
liability that it would not otherwise suffer or
accelerate such a liability; ensuring that the seller can
regain ownership of the film on expiry or earlier
termination of the lease; 

a) Corporation Tax Liability: A UK corporate
seller will normally incur UK corporation tax
liability in respect of income received from
distributors pursuant to distribution agreements.  If a
seller does not enter into a sale and leaseback
transaction, such distribution income would
normally be set off against the production costs of
the film when calculating the seller’s liability for
tax.  However, if the seller enters into a sale and
leaseback transaction in which the distribution
agreements as well as the film are sold by and then
leased back to the seller, the cost of production of
the film will be offset against the purchase price
received from the purchaser leaving no (or very

little) deductible cost to set against future
distribution income.  However, it is generally
accepted that one or other of two accounting
mechanisms can be adopted by the seller (as lessee)
to ensure that it does not pay any more corporation
tax then it would have done if the sale and leaseback
transaction had not taken place.
However, it is generally accepted that first, the seller
may account for the leasing transaction as a “finance
lease” in accordance with UK accounting standard

SSAP 21 and apply the Inland Revenue Statement of
Practice SP3/91 a matching method can avoid or
mitigate the problem.  This will enables the seller’s
accountants to split the rentals payable under the lease
into two portions representing repayment of cost
price on the one hand and a notional financing or
interest charge on the other.  The portion representing
repayment of cost price will be allowed for tax
purposes as and when shown as depreciation in the
accounts, which may be done in the first year or so of
the lease, and can be set off against distribution
income leaving only the interest charge portion to be
spread over the term of the lease.
Second, section 68 of the Capital Allowances Act
1990 may apply to enable the seller’s cost of
acquiring the film (in other words the rental
payments) to be set off against distribution income as
and when that income is received.  In this way, the
seller would not have any liability to corporation tax
on distribution income until such income exceeded
the total of the rentals payable over the term of the
lease.
Whether the first or second mechanism described
above this approach should be adopted by a seller will
depend to a certain extent on the seller’s previous
accounting practice although the section 68 route may
be mandatory unless the seller has made an election to
fall outside it.  A seller should take advice from his its
accountants or other tax advisers in this regard as the
liability to tax of a seller will normally depend upon
the recognition of income shown in its profit and loss
account, as prepared under proper accounting
practices.  If the seller is tax resident outside the
United Kingdom, different rules will, of course,
apply.
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b)  Regaining Ownership of the Film
The purchaser will not simply agree to return the film
(and associated exploitation rights and delivery
materials) to the seller at the end of the lease term.
This is because such an arrangement could be viewed
by the Inland Revenue (when it assesses the
purchaser’s ability to claim the 100% tax relief) as
amounting to giving the purchaser (rather than the
seller) a lease of the film for the lease term on the
basis that the purchaser’s interest in the film is only
ever for the lease term; this, of course, is not
consistent with ownership by the purchaser of the
film and could affect its ability to claim the relevant
tax relief.  Accordingly, an agency for sale
arrangement is put in place.
The agency for sale is contained in the leasing
agreement will and typically provides that upon
expiry of the lease, the seller (as lessee) will be
appointed as the purchaser’s sole and exclusive agent
to dispose of the film subject to and with the benefit
of any existing distribution agreements.  The seller, as
agent for the purchaser, can then sell the film to an
associated company and thereby regain ownership of
the film.  This appointment will also take effect upon
earlier termination of the lease but not if such
termination results from the seller’s breach. The seller
is therefore at risk of losing all rights in and to the
film, if, for example, the rentals are not paid in a
timely fashion by the bank issuing the guarantee or
LC securing payment of the rentals and the purchaser
then terminates the lease.

This risk can be overcome to a certain extent.  The
lease agreement will generally provide that the seller
(as lessee) has complete discretion to enter into
distribution agreements for the exploitation of the
film and that the rights of any sub-distributors
appointed by the seller shall remain in full force and
effect notwithstanding the expiry or termination of
the lease.  Accordingly, immediately the sale and
leaseback transaction is completed, the seller can
grant a world wide licence of rights to an associated
company for the full period of copyright (subject to
any existing distribution agreements) and this grant of
rights should survive any termination of the lease.

The Definition of a British Film
Tax relief of 100% in the year of acquisition of a film
is only available to the purchasers of a “British film”
which is a film that meets the requirements set out in
Schedule 1 to the Films Act 1985.  A purchaser will
require proof that a film has met those requirements
and such proof is provided by a certificate of
“Evidence of British Nature of a Film” from the
DCMSDepartment for Culture, Media and Sport (the
“DCMS”).
On 27 August 1999 the British film definition set out
in Schedule 1 to the Films Act 1985 was revised
following complaints from film makers that the
studio/location requirement of the previous definition
was too restrictive.  This requirement has now been
replaced by a requirement that a minimum amount of
the production cost of the film be spent in the United
Kingdom.

Qualification Requirements
The requirements for a British film relate to three
aspects of the film: the nationality of the maker; the
percentage of the production cost spent in the United
Kingdom; and the percentage of labour costs
representing payment to citizens of all persons
ordinarily resident in the Commonwealth or the
European Economic Area (“EEA”).
(a) The Maker of the Film
This is the person who makes the arrangements for the
production of the film and is generally the production
company.  The maker must be incorporated in a
member state of the EEA and its central management
and control must be exercised in such a member state.
The place of exercise of central management and
control of the maker will normally be determined by
the place where the executive decisions are made and
therefore the residence and nationality of the directors
of the maker will be important.  The residence and
nationality of the shareholders of the maker may or
may not be relevant depending on the level of control
exercised by the shareholders.
The maker of the film may be incorporated and
managed not only from EEA countries but also from
certain countries with which the European Union has
association agreements including, for example, at the
date of writing these countries are Bulgaria, Czech
Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania,
Poland, Romania and Slovakia.  
b) United Kingdom Production Spend
Requirement
At least 70% of the production cost of the film must
be spent on film production activity in the United
Kingdom.  
For the purpose of the production spend requirement,
certain costs are disregarded when calculating total
production cost.  These are: any expenditure incurred
on the acquisition or licensing of copyright works
other than those created for use in the film; any
expenditure, including interest, incurred for the
purposes of raising or servicing finance for making
the film; any business overheads which are not
directly attributable to the film; any amount which is
deducted by the film maker when calculating the
requisite amount of labour costs which must be spent
on Qualifying Labour (see paragraph (dc) below).
It is important to note that the figure of 70% relates to
the cost of production activity actually carried out in
the United Kingdom and not to the production cost of
goods and services supplied from the United
Kingdom.  Accordingly, it is necessary for the maker
of a film to track expenditure between United
Kingdom and non-United Kingdom activity.
Normally this would be on a time basis.  For example,
if a shoot takes place in the United Kingdom and in
the United States, the total costs of the shoot should
be ascertained and then the United Kingdom and non-
United Kingdom costs apportioned pro rata to the
United Kingdom and non-United Kingdom shooting
time.  The cost of any cameras, props, costumes,
sound, lighting or other equipment used for the film
should be similarly apportioned.  However, if such
equipment has a residual value after completion of
the film, such residual value should be deducted from
the cost before such apportionment.
It may not be appropriate to apportion certain costs
incurred by a UK film maker on a time basis,  for
example, the cost of acquisition of a copyright work
created for the film and the associated labour costs.
These costs should be split between United Kingdom
and non-United Kingdom costs in the same
proportion as the overall split for the rest of the
production expenditure.
(c) Labour Cost Requirement
Not less than a specified amount of labour cost must
be paid for or payable in respect of the labour or

services of persons who are citizens of or ordinarily
resident in a Commonwealth country or the EEA),
and persons who are citizens of or ordinarily resident
in those countries with whom the EU has an
association agreement (see paragraph (a) above). This
is  (“Qualifying Labour”).
The requisite amount of labour cost which must be
spent on Qualifying Labour is the lesser of: (i) 70%
of the total labour cost after deduction (if necessary)
of payments made in respect of the labour or services
of one person who does not fall within the definition
of Qualifying Labour or (ii) 75% of the total labour
cost after deduction of the payments made in respect
of the labour or services of two persons who do not
fall within the definition of Qualifying Labour and at
least one of whom is an actor (and is engaged in
making the film in no other capacity).  
The DCMS has the discretion to direct that the labour
costs paid to a particular person do not represent bona
fide payments and that a greater or lesser sum should
therefore be deemed to have been paid for the purpose
of calculating whether or not the labour cost
requirement has been met.  It is not therefore open to
a producer to pay Brad Pitt a fee of £5,000 if he is one
of the main cast while his English brother is paid
£50,000 for a cameo role!

It is important to note that labour is treated differently
under the labour cost requirement and the United
Kingdom production spend requirement.  Under the
production spend requirement the cost of labour must
be split between United Kingdom and non-United
Kingdom activity as with the other costs of
production.  Under the labour cost requirement there
is no apportionment between the United Kingdom
and non-United Kingdom production activity.  If the
person engaged falls within the definition of
Qualifying Labour, all payments made to him or her
form part of the labour cost.

Additional Issues
Borrowed Material

Many films and television programmes often use
borrowed material in the form of clips and excerpts
from other films. The DCMS has a discretion to
permit an increase from the normal limit of 10%  in
the use of borrowed material if the film is a
documentary film and if it is appropriate, in the light
of the subject matter of the film.

Television Series
The general rule is that each part of a series of films
(such as a television series) should be treated as a
separate film.  However, the DCMS can direct that a
number of films can be treated as a single film in
certain circumstances.  This is helpful if one or more
parts of the series do not qualify as a British film
individually but do qualify when considered as part of
a series. A series can now have up to twenty-six parts
with a combined playing time of up to twenty-six hours
and it may either constitute a self-contained work or be
a series of documentaries with a common theme.
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Official Co-Productions
Films which are made as official co-productions will
be treated as British films even if they do not meet the
qualification requirements of Schedule 1 of the Films
Act 1985.  The United Kingdom is a party to bilateral
co-production agreements with each of France,
Germany, Italy, Norway, Australia, Canada and New
Zealand.  The United Kingdom is also a party to the
European Convention on Cinematographic Co-
Production which provides for multi-lateral co-
productions between the signatories.

There are two issues of which a United Kingdom
producer must be aware of if it wishes a co-production
to be the subject of a sale and leaseback.  First, the seller
of the film must be the owner or at least the licensee of
the entire copyright in the film so that it can transfer the
same to the purchaser.  The copyright of an official co-
production will be owned by all the co-producers
jointly.  It is possible that they could all be a party to the
sale and purchase agreement but  this would be
complicated, especially in relation to Value Added Tax
and the consequent apportionment of the lease rentals.
Generally the United Kingdom co-producer will be
required to obtain from each of the other co-producers
an assignment or licence of the copyright owned by
those co-producers so it can enter into the sale and
purchase agreement.  The tax consequences of such a
transaction will have to be examined by each of the co-
producers.  Second, the purchaser will wish to be
assured that any such assignment or licence by the co-
producers, will not prejudice the official co-production
status and therefore the British nature of the film.  It The
purchaser will, as a result, therefore require that a
statement to that effect is obtained from each
organisation in each co-producer’s territory that
originally granted the film its official co-production
status.

Relief On Films Costing 
More Than £15,000,000

The 100% tax relief is not available where the
production cost of the film exceeds £15,000,000.  Tax
relief is available to purchasers of such films but the
relief is given over three years (as to one third of the
acquisition cost in the year of acquisition and a
further one third in each of the following two years)
rather than in one year.
The market for the sale and leaseback of such films
where the purchase price exceeds £15,000,000 is
slightly different to the market for films with a
production cost up to £15,000,000 both in terms of
prospective purchasers and the level of net benefit
available to sellers.  Because the tax relief is not
given as quickly this invariably means that the
prospective purchasers for films costing more than
£15,000,000 tend to be specialist leasing
companies rather than partnerships.  Partnerships
of high net worth individuals may not be able to
predict earnings accurately enough over the
following three years (against which to claim the
relief) to justify the expenditure; they will have a
certain capacity (i.e. income) against which to
claim relief in any one year and this capacity, even
on a projected basis, may fluctuate from year to
year. In addition to a reduced number of potential
purchasers, because the relief is not as generous as
the 100% relief in the year of acquisition, the level
of the net benefit may be lower.  The level of the
net benefit is, of course, negotiable and a seller
may successfully argue that although the tax relief
is less attractive for a film costing more than
£15,000,000 there are substantial benefits to a
purchaser of such a film simply because the
amount against which relief can be claimed is far
greater and also because the purchaser’s fixed costs
(in terms of advisers’ fees) will likely be little more
than its fixed cost in acquiring a film for
£5,000,000 (in other words, it would be more
expensive in terms of out of pocket costs to acquire
three films for £6,000,000 each than to acquire one
film for £18,000,000).
The transaction for the sale and leaseback of a film
with a purchase price of more than £15,000,000 is
very similar to that described in this publication.  The
documents may be slightly different depending upon
the nature of the purchaser but the same issues will
undoubtedly apply.
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